www.ksmp.or.kr similar to the EBT2 predecessor. 6) The details of dosimetry using EBT3 film and a flatbed color scanner have been described. 7, 8) EBT3 dosimetry is generally analyzed by the single color channel method for radiotherapy with a fractional dose less than 3 Gy. However, treatment dose verification using high doses (6~13 Gy) is less clear. [9] [10] [11] [12] It has been known for a long time that the green channel (GC) method offers good usability in higher doses, although the red channel (RC) has high sensitivity in the conventional dose range. 13) Use of the RC for doses below 8 Gy and the GC for higher doses is recommended by the manufacture.
14)
The GC has not been regarded as a productive approach to verify the treatment dose of SBRT and SRS, due to the low sensitivity of the channel at low dose regions, such as organ at risk (OAR) and other normal tissues. To verify target and OAR doses for high-dose treatment, a dual-channel (DC) compound method combining the RC and GC could have merit, and was the subject of the present study. We investigated the feasibility of the DC compound method in EBT3 film dosimetry for high doses by comparing the single channel method using the RC and GC.
Materials and Methods

Film calibration
Gafchromic EBT3 film was used. Prior to the film dosimetry, the daily output of linear accelerator (LINAC) was checked with a Famer-type ion chamber by applying the AAPM TG 51 protocol on the day of the calibration. 15) Film was arranged in a solid water phantom (30×30×11.5 The netOD curves (netOD RC and netOD GC ) for RC and GC were determined as previously described. 16) Each netOD curves were shown in Fig. 1 .
Measurement and evaluation for film dosimetry
To measure various dose-ranges, the dose distribution was generated in an Eclipse treatment planning system (TPS, 
Dual-channel compound method
The DC compound method was designed compounding the gamma value for D RC and D GC . It was based on the RC gamma analysis (GA RC ) after correcting the GC gamma analysis (GA GC ). The GA RC was separated the failed-GA RC (g>1) and passed-GA RC (g<1). The failed-GARC was converted the GA GC (convert-GA GC ) when the GA GC passed at the same location. The DC gamma analysis (GA DC ) was defined ultimately as combination of the passed-GA RC and the convert-GA GC .
Results
Verification of cross-and in-line profiles
For the positions mentioned in Fig. 2 increased remarkably in the high doses more than 8 Gy (Fig.   3a) . Although the D GC was also slight difference of cross- 2. Gamma analysis in dose distribution for the red, green channel, and dual-channel method higher than those of GA GC as dose level was up to 10 Gy.
For high doses, the passing rates of GA RC were lower than those of GA GC . The gamma passing rates of GA DC were the highest value among the gamma passing rates at overall dose regions, although the gamma passing rate of GA RC and GA GC was decreased. In 2%/2 mm criteria, the gamma passing rates of GA RC , GA GC , and GA DC are 55.30%, 53.18% and 70.64%, respectively.
Discussion
In this study, the DC compound method for film dosimetry was evaluated in comparison to RC and GC.
RC was more accurate within 8 Gy than the GC. RC was less accurate in high doses exceeding 8 Gy. The results echo those of prior studies. 13, 14) The previous authors also mentioned that the GC for sensitometric curve exceeds the RC in high doses of more than 10 Gy. This was the basis of the DC compound method, which is based on the RC in low dose region after correcting for the GC in high dose region. Therefore, the gamma values in the convert-GA GC were concentrated in the high dose region.
By using GA DC , the gamma passing will increase in the low dose region because the failed-GA RC was re-calculated using GA GC . This means that the gamma passing of GA DC in low doses needs to be double-checked using GA GC . This double-check could decrease the film uncertainty using a single channel and increase the accuracy of the gamma analysis. Therefore, the use of the DC compound method may improve the accuracy for film dosimetry in the whole dose region.
As shown in Fig. 3 , the difference between D GC and the D Calc was small in overall dose regions, while the difference between D RC and the D Calc was obviously in high doses. Borca et al. 13) reported that the film sensitivity for all color (RGB) channels decreased in high dose level. Our study found that the RC was good sensitivity within 8 Gy compared to RC.
However, the RC exceeded sensitivity than GC when used in doses more than the 8 Gy. With depending on these channels trend, the differences between D Calc and dose distributions (D RC and D GC ) increased with dose increase, although the D GC was more accurate than the D RC in higher doses.
The DC compound method devised in this study will be more suitable in clinical radiation therapy, especially the dosimetric QA (DQA) for SBRT using high doses. In general, the result of DQA for SBRT is evaluated using the RC with the pretreatment QA plan downgraded for prescription dose. However, this downgraded evaluation has difficulty in reflect real clinical practice due to affect in variation of dose distribution and dose rate in pretreatment QA plan by dose degradation. Our DC compound method does not necessary need a dose downgrade for pretreatment QA plan. DQA is practical in the real clinical application.
Therefore, we recommend the use of DC compound method in DQA using film dosimetry, especially in high dose treatments, such as SBRT and SRS.
The limitation of the DC compound method is that it was generated by gamma analysis. To perform a more accurate film dosimetry in whole dose region, it is necessary that each netOD curve is merged in a certain dose range. In future study, we will perform application of the merged netOD method for SBRT-DQA using film.
Conclusion
We evaluated the feasibility of DC compound method for the film dosimetry using EBT3. The method is a suitable film dosimetry for QA of treatment using high doses because it can be reduced errors in high dose verifications without the downgrade of prescription dose. Consequently, we recommend the use of DC compound method for film dosimetry of clinical SBRT-DQA.
